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FORMER GAS STATION
0-30 NORTH MAIN ST.
LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FACADE RECOMMENDATIONS:

9
7

8

1

4

3
10

6

Repair and replace damaged masonry
Replace overhead roller doors
(2) New aluminum clad wood doors
Replace existing storefront windows with alum. clad wood
New freestanding awning structure over patio seating
New sliding doors + openings overlooking creekside
New perpendicular signage with integrated lighting
Repaint building with 3 color scheme
New individual raised letter signage with backlight
Restore existing window opening

COLOR SELECTION:

5
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Yin Yang
Benjamin Moore
824

4

Swiss Blue
Benjamin Moore
815

Cheerful
Benjamin Moore
354

DESIGN INTENT:
Acting as a gateway to the commercial core of Lyndonville from the
north, this former gas station and repair shop offers prime real estate
at the heart of downtown. Our design concept shows a commercial
brewery with outdoor seating - an advantage of having a large setback
where the gas pumps used to be. Aged, low quality storefronts and
windows are replaced with more efficient ones - and new openings are
punched into the interior to provide views and breezes from the creek.
The awning over the outdoor seating incorporates the signage onto it drawing a contemporary visual reference to what its past use was while
enhancing pedestrian experience and covering outdoor seating.

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2017)

ESTIMATED COST:
EXTERIOR SCOPE:

~$114,500 - 125,960

SALON & LIQUOR STORE
2 NORTH MAIN ST.
LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FACADE RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

6
10

7

9

1

6

New aluminum clad wood windows (typ.)
New full glass aluminum clad wood doors (2)
New half glass aluminum clad wood doors
Fiber-cement knee wall and trim (2)
New decorative cornice (2)
New perpendicular signage with integrated lighting (2)
New operable wood shutters (12)
New individual raised signage letters with backlighting (2)
Repair and replace exterior wood siding
New (3) color paint scheme

5
5

1

2

COLOR SELECTION:

8

Scanned by CamScanner

8

Skylark Song
Benjamin Moore
778

1

2

3
4

4

Athenian Blue
Benjamin Moore
773

All-A-Blaze
Benjamin Moore
1304

DESIGN INTENT:

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH (1976)

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH (1976)

Scanned by CamScanner

Currently, 2 North Main street is an older mixed use building that had
undergone significant facade renovations between 1976 an 2018. The
Main street facing storefront and parapet roof had been removed, and
the building had been resided in vinyl with several windows replaced.
The intent of this recommendation is to respect the historic character of
the building’s past while realizing the current conditions.

ESTIMATED COST:
EXTERIOR SCOPE:

~$82,300 - 90,600

WHIPPLE REALTY

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

5 NORTH MAIN ST.
LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FACADE RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

New perpendicular signage with integrated lighting
New (3) color scheme complimentary to existing
New raised individual signage lettering
New vinyl window decals
Replace upper floor windows with aluminum clad wood (5)
New lower floor aluminum clad wood windows (2 at rear)
New aluminum clad wood full glass door (2 at rear)

2

COLOR SELECTION:
Scanned by CamScanner

5

Gondola Ride
Benjamin Moore
602

3

Alabaster
Benjamin Moore
876

Honeybell
Benjamin Moore
145

DESIGN INTENT:
The existing facade for Whipple Realty is a prime example of a well
maintained historic facade characteristic of Lyndonville. This simple
proposal would open currently blocked in rear windows to provide
more light to the rear of the building, as well as new signage and
branding for the front facade.

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH (1976)

ESTIMATED COST:
EXTERIOR SCOPE:

~$27,700 - 30,500
4

UNDERSIZED
REPLACEMENT DOOR

(2) ORIGINAL
WINDOWS REPLACED

N

UNDERSIZED
RESTROOM

(2) ORIGINAL
WINDOWS COVERED

UNDERSIZED
REPLACEMENT DOOR

WHIPPLE REALTY
EXISTING CONDITIONS

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
EXISTING OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - B occupancy
SECOND FLOOR - B occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 26
SQUARE FOOTAGES
FIRST FLOOR - 1286 sf
SECOND FLOOR - 1286 sf
SPRINKLERS
OCCUPANT LOAD < 49
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED
EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE < 75’
ONE EXIT REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

TENANT A

TENANT A

ACCESSIBILITY
REAR ENTRY PROVIDES ACCESS TO 		
PRIMARY FUNCTION OF OCCUPANT
TOILET ROOM NOT ACCESSIBLE

INTERIOR SPACE OF
HIGH QUALITY & CHARACTER

(3) ORIGINAL WINDOWS REPLACED

FIRST FLOOR - EXISTING

SECOND FLOOR - EXISTING

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR

(2) REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS

N

(2) REVEAL ORIGINAL
OPENINGS

2ND FLOOR
ENTRY FOYER
ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

WHIPPLE REALTY

OPTION A - TWO SEPARATE TENANTS WITH A REAR ENTRY FOYER

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - B occupancy
SECOND FLOOR - B occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 26
(no change from existing)

ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

SQUARE FOOTAGES
FIRST FLOOR - 1286 sf
SECOND FLOOR - 1286 sf
SPRINKLERS
OCCUPANT LOAD < 49
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED
		(no change from existing)

INTERIOR SPACE OF
HIGH QUALITY & CHARACTER

EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE < 75’
ONE EXIT REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

TENANT A

TENANT B

ACCESSIBILITY
LIFT TO UPPER FLOOR
ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS ON BOTH FLOORS
DESIGN NOTES:
This design reconfigures the rear of the building to accommodate an accessible
bathroom, a lift, and a new staircase to the upper floor. These renovations present the rear of
the building as a viable point of entry for an upper floor tenant that may not rely on foot traffic
for customers - such as a legal office or architecture firm.
To provide parking to the rear for more than two cars, an agreement would need to be
reached with the M&T bank to both share parking space, and provide travel path through their
current lot.
PROS:
		

Character of first floor space not altered in any way
Increased revenue due to second leasable space

CONS:
		

Rear entry may be undesirable for certain businesses
Lift expenses due to separate occupancy on second floor

		
(3) REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

ESTIMATED COST:
INTERIOR SCOPE:

~$98,500 - $108,500
FIRST FLOOR - OPTION A

SECOND FLOOR - OPTION A

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR

(2) REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS

N

(2) REVEAL ORIGINAL
OPENINGS

WHIPPLE REALTY

OPTION B - TWO SEPARATE TENANTS WITH A FRONT ENTRY FOYER

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW

ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - B occupancy
SECOND FLOOR - B occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 26
(no change from existing)

ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

SQUARE FOOTAGES
FIRST FLOOR - 1286 sf
SECOND FLOOR - 1286 sf
SPRINKLERS
OCCUPANT LOAD < 49
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED
		(no change from existing)
EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE < 75’
ONE EXIT REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

TENANT A
TENANT B

ACCESSIBILITY
LIFT TO UPPER FLOOR
ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS ON BOTH FLOORS
DESIGN NOTES:
Similar to Option A, this option creates a small vestibule with lift access in the rear, as well
as an accessible restroom on either floor. To make the second floor space more desirable
to a tenant, the main entry stairs are placed in a new vestibule off of Main street. This option
weighs the priority of maintaining the character of the first floor space against giving the upper
floor tenant more visibility.

2ND FLOOR
ENTRY FOYER

PROS:
		

Second floor tenant has main street access
Increased revenue due to second leasable space

CONS:
		

Character of first floor altered significantly
Lift expenses due to separate occupancy on second floor

		

(3) REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

ESTIMATED COST:
INTERIOR SCOPE:

~$105,000 - $116,000
FIRST FLOOR - OPTION B

SECOND FLOOR - OPTION B

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR

NEW FULL SIZE
GLASS DOOR
(2) REVEAL ORIGINAL
OPENINGS

ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM

SHARED KITCHEN
& PRINT STATION

N

(2) REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS

WHIPPLE REALTY

OPTION C - CO-WORKING SPACE

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - B occupancy
SECOND FLOOR - B occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 26
(no change from existing)
SQUARE FOOTAGES
FIRST FLOOR - 1286 sf
SECOND FLOOR - 1286 sf

REVEAL STAIRCASE

SPRINKLERS
OCCUPANT LOAD < 49
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED
		(no change from existing)
EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE < 75’
ONE EXIT REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

TENANT A

SHARED OFFICE SPACE

TENANT A

ACCESSIBILITY
ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS ON BOTH FLOORS
ACCESSIBLE OFFICE SPACE ON FIRST FLOOR

SHARED OFFICE SPACE
DESIGN NOTES:
Whipple Realty is in the business of selling space - so we looked into new business models
such as co-working, where multiple people rent small sections of a larger office space. In
this design option, a lift can be avoided because there would be no separation between
occupancies within the building - however privacy is traded for a less expensive renovation.
Accessible office space and a restroom are available on the first floor - providing ample
accommodation for accessibility requirements.
PROS:
		
		

No lift required by code because of only one tenant (co-working)
Increased revenue due to more leasable space
Character of interior space/storefront untouched

CONS: Decreased visibility for office space occupants
		

		
(3) REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

ESTIMATED COST:
INTERIOR SCOPE:

~$65,000 - $72,000
FIRST FLOOR - OPTION C

SECOND FLOOR - OPTION C

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

SCALE: 1/8” = 1’-0”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES: Whipple Realty - 5 South Main St., Lyndonville, NY

PROFORMAWhipple Realty - 5 South Main St., Lyndonville, NY
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES:

Scenario 1: Business takes a loan for some of the money

Scenario 2: Business doesn’t borrow money from bank

WHIPPLE REALTY

Total capital supplied by owner:
10-year Bank Loan:

$ 30,000
$ 27,479

Total capital supplied by owner:
10-year Bank Mortgage/Loan:

$ 57,479
$0

Grant

$ 50,000

Grant

$ 50,000

Current Assessed Value:
Assumed Assessed Value Increase:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 57,400
$ 80,000
$45.16/$1000

Current Assessed Value:
Assumed Assessed Value Increase:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 57,400
$ 80,000
$45.16/$1000

Also in budget:

Also in budget:

Initial Marketing/advertising:

$ 1,000

Initial Marketing/advertising:

$ 1,000

Cash reserves:

$ 5,000

Cash reserves:

$ 5,000

Legal/Closing:

$ 931

Legal/Closing:

$ 931

Site costs/misc:

$ 0

Site costs/misc:

$ 0

Purchase Price:

$ 0

Purchase Price:

$ 0

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:

Mortgage plus IDA/other loan repayment:

$ 298

Mortgage plus IDA/other loan repayment:

$ 0

Building Management:

$ 50

Building Management:

$ 50

Maintenance/repairs/clean/advert/house meter:

$ 240

Maintenance/repairs/clean/advert/house meter:

$ 240

Waste Management:

$ 50

Waste Management:

$ 50

Legal, Accounting, Insurance:

$ 500

Legal, Accounting, Insurance:

$ 500

Property Taxes (w/ RPTL 485b)

$ 300

Property Taxes (w/ RPTL 485b)

$ 300

$1,438

$1,141

First Floor tenant (Whipple Realty) monthly rent

$ 1,200

First Floor tenant (Whipple Realty) monthly rent

$ 1,200

Second Floor tenant monthly rent

$ 650

Second Floor tenant monthly rent

$ 650

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:

$1,850

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:

$1,850

Annual ROI at 100% (net income divided by capital):

16.5%

Annual ROI at 100% (net income divided by capital):

14.8%

Minimum average occupancy rate for cash ﬂow:

78%*

Minimum average occupancy rate for cash ﬂow:

62%*

*What does this mean? If you were deriving 78% of the anticipated revenue annually - either due to lower rent or due to months without tenants in one

*What does this mean? If you were deriving 62% of the anticipated revenue annually - either due to lower rent or due to months without tenants in one

or more units, you could still meet annual expenses at this rate. More broadly, it means you could have years below 78% average occupancy, and years

or more units, you could still meet annual expenses at this rate. More broadly, it means you could have years below 62% average occupancy, and years

above it, and as long as the multi-year average was 78% or higher, you will be able to meet the on-going expenses for the building, while debt is being

above it, and as long as the multi-year average was 62% or higher, you will be able to meet the on-going expenses for the building, while debt is being

paid down and the property grows as an asset. This number is more critical for mixed use buildings due to the unpredictability of the commercial rental

paid down and the property grows as an asset. This number is more critical for mixed use buildings due to the unpredictability of the commercial rental

market. Residential apartments like those proposed have a high demand. Still, the longevity of tenants, the ability to raise the capital indicated and

market. Residential apartments like those proposed have a high demand. Still, the longevity of tenants, the ability to raise the capital indicated and

thus keep borrowing low, and the ability to command the rents suggested, are impossible to know. Thus it is important to have flexibility in this area.

thus keep borrowing low, and the ability to command the rents suggested, are impossible to know. Thus it is important to have flexibility in this area.

This also suggests flexibility regarding the estimated construction costs, also important at this early stage of budgeting.

This also suggests flexibility regarding the estimated construction costs, also important at this early stage of budgeting.

Total project budget:

Total project budget:

$107,479 Total

$107,479 Total

Proposed uses:
The existing commercial space on the first floors would remain as is. The second floor is projected to be
occupied by a co-op space that would share first floor access with the existing first floor tenant.
In order to project revenue to balance expenses, it was assumed that both “tenants” (1st and 2nd floor) would
pay a fixed monthly rent. This number is used to calculate the monthly cash flow and help you understand
possible outcomes and minimum occupancy rates.
We demonstrated two scenarios to indicate the relative advantage of increased capital contributions by the
owner.

**Note: The 2017 Tax Cuts and Job Act has changed several elements regarding all grants and economic development
initiatives and may be taxable. For more information, please consult an accountant.

WHIPPLE REALTY
PROFORMA

DISCOUNT GROCERY
9-11 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

5

FACADE RECOMMENDATIONS:
7

6

1

9

Precious Ivory
Benjamin Moore
185

11
2
3

10

4

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

Spanish Red
Benjamin Moore
1301

DESIGN INTENT:
3

EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

New aluminum clad wood upper floor windows (5)
New aluminum clad wood storefront windows with transoms
New full glass aluminum clad wood doors (2)
New fiber-cement knee wall and trim
New decorative cornice
New perpendicular signage with integrated lighting (1)
New fiber cement signboard (1)
Repair and replace exterior wood siding
New (3) color paint scheme
New vinyl window decals
New fabric awnings (2)

COLOR SELECTION:

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH (1976)

Coral Bronze
Benjamin Moore
1298

These two conjoined commercial buildings share both a
cornice, as well as a staircase to upper floor apartments
no longer allowed by current zoning. The proposed
recommendation removes some of the historically
insensitive details of 9 South Main, while restoring and
adding to the character of 11 South Main. These two
storefronts are now unified in form and color, with ample
storefront windows and mounted signage.

Scanned by CamScanner

8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

ESTIMATED COST:
EXTERIOR SCOPE:

~$99,000- 109,100

ARCADE & INN
29 SOUTH MAIN ST.
LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FACADE RECOMMENDATIONS:

3
2
1

11

1
7
11

4

7

12
16

6

9

Replace upper floor windows with aluminum clad wood (13)
New aluminum clad wood upper floor windows (15)
Repair and replace wood siding and trim
Repair and repoint existing masonry
Remove existing awning structure (2)
Repair/repaint existing cornice
New decorative cornice (3)
New fabric awning
New aluminum clad wood storefront windows with transom (3)
New fiber cement trim and knee walls (3)
New perpendicular signage with integrated lighting (3)
New individual raised letter signs (3)
New vinyl window decal packages (3)
New planter boxes
New concrete ramp/staircase to entry level
New linear lighting fixture
New hanging light fixtures (2)

COLOR SELECTION A (Arcade):

17

8
9

7

12

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

13

10
15

14

Azure Water
Benjamin Moore
677

9
10

Olympus Green
Benjamin Moore
679

Mocha Dream
Benjamin Moore
995

COLOR SELECTION B (Taco shop):

10
French Violet Butterfly Wings
Benjamin Moore Benjamin Moore
1427
090
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2018)

HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH (1976)

Gold Tone
Benjamin Moore
176

DESIGN INTENT:
Acting as the Southern gateway to downtown Lyndonville, the historic
corner building has undergone many exterior and interior renovations
in the 120 years it has stood. Our intent for this design was to incorporate
demolished historic characteristics (storefront and door locations,
window size, form, etc.) that enhance the new commercial usage.
Through the use of signage, planters, outdoor seating, and lighting - a
pedestrian scaled streetscape is created benefiting the nearby area.

ESTIMATED COST:
ARCADE & INN EXTERIOR SCOPE:

$199,200 - 220,000

TORTILLA TOMORROW EXTERIOR SCOPE:

$36,900 - 40,600

N

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EXISTING CONDITIONS

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
EXISTING UPPER
FLOOR ACCESS

EXISTING OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - A occupancy
SECOND FLOOR - A (storage) occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 26
SQUARE FOOTAGES
FIRST FLOOR - 4,935 sf
SECOND FLOOR - 3,523 sf
SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NOT EXISTING
EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE > 75’
TWO EXITS REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

3’-0 DIFFERENCE IN
FLOOR LEVEL

ACCESSIBILITY
NO ACCESSIBLE ENTRIES

EXISTING STAIRS
TO UPPER FLOOR

REMOVED ORIGINAL
STOREFRONTS

NON ADA COMPLIANT ENTRY

FIRST FLOOR - EXISTING
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

N

EXISTING EGRESS

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXISTING ADDITION

EXISTING OPENING

EXISTING STAIRS

THIRD FLOOR - EXISTING
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

EXISTING STRUCTURE

SECOND FLOOR - EXISTING
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

N
SHARED SERVICES

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OPTION A - ARCADE “MINI MALL”

POSSIBLE LOCATION EXTRA W.C. **

EMERGENCY EGRESS
AND SERVICE ENTRY

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW

UPPER FLOOR
ACCESS

STORAGE

STORAGE

PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - M occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 60
(no change from existing)
** Extra restrooms required if tenants is/are occupancy B.
** Layout meets code if all tenants remain on same tax parcel.
SQUARE FOOTAGES
GROSS - 4,935 sf (no change from existing)
LEASABLE SPACE - 3,866 sf

STORAGE

SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED IF FIRE RATING BETWEEN TENANTS AND R-1 UPPER
FLOOR IS 1 HR
SPRINKLERS NEEDED IF FIRE RATING BETWEEN TENANTS IS 0 HR AND/OR UPPER
FLOOR IS R-2 OCCUPANCY

SEPARATE
BUSINESS

EGRESS
TRAVEL DISTANCE +/- 110’
TWO EXITS REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

TENANT A
1,430 sf

TENANT B
1,170 sf

ACCESSIBILITY
(2) ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS
(1) ACCESSIBLE FRONT ENTRY RAMP - 1:20

TENANT C
1,140 sf

DESIGN NOTES:
For this “Mini mall” or Arcade concept we looked into maintaining the standard retail
space configuration as much as possible while providing one shared vestibule, shared
back egres, and shared restrooms. This option includes a side entrance for the upper floor,
providing a clear separation between first floor commercial and upper floor lodging. This
option separates the arcade from the next door restaurant in its entirety.
PROS: Shared services reduces maintenance costs and saves space.
		
Clear separation of first and second floor uses by having a side entry.
		
Maximum use of leasable space.
		
CONS:
		

There is no flexibility for the smaller less formal spaces the client
mentioned interest in having.		

		

ESTIMATED COST:

RAMP
6 BAY STOREFRONT

INTERIOR SCOPE (First and second floor):

~$1,792,000 - $1,972,000
NEW ADA COMPLIANT ENTRY

FIRST FLOOR - OPTION A
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

N
UPPER FLOOR
EMERGENCY EGRESS

EMERGENCY EGRESS
AND SERVICE ENTRY
SHARED SERVICES

BIKE STORAGE

TENANT B

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OPTION B - ARCADE “MINI MALL”

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - M occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 52
(no change from existing)
** Extra restrooms required if tenants is/are occupancy B.
** Layout meets code if all tenants remain on same tax parcel.
SQUARE FOOTAGES
GROSS - 4,935 sf x(no change from existing)
LEASABLE SPACE - 2,800 sf

STORAGE

920 sf

SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED IF FIRE RATING BETWEEN TENANTS AND 2ND FLOOR =1 HR
SPRINKLERS NEEDED IF FIRE RATING BETWEEN TENANTS IS 0 HR
SPRINKLERS NEEDED IF CONNECTION TO TACO SHOP IS OPEN
EGRESS
POSSIBLE CONNECTING
HALL OR EXTRA W.C.**

TENANT C

TRAVEL DISTANCE +/- 110’
TWO EXITS REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED

STORAGE

875 sf

STORAGE

KIOSK
OPTIONAL PARTITION
TO CREATE SMALLER
TENANTS

TENANT A
1,010 sf

KIOSK

ACCESSIBILITY
(2) ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS
(1) ACCESSIBLE FRONT ENTRY RAMP - 1:20
DESIGN NOTES:
For this “Mini mall” or Arcade concept we looked into keeping the leasable spaces flexible
to be configured into smaller or bigger tenants. By keeping most of the tenants next to each
other on the right portion of the building, they can be divided up as needed. It is also flexible
by providing space for the possibility of connecting the taco shop next door to the arcade,
although this has fire sprinkler implications.
This concept respects the historic 6 bay facade that was demolished before the Penny Saver
renovations occured by providing a new one in a similar style with updated materials, with
entry doors placed generally where they had occurred before.

STORAGE

TENANT D
570 sf

NEW ACCESSIBLE
UPPER FLOOR
ACCESS LOBBY

PROS:
		
		
		

Shared services reduces maintenance costs and saves space.
Facade resembles historical photos.
Flexible spaces allow for different size tenants as req. (note 1hr fire rating
is required between tenants if no sprinklers are installed)

CONS: More area is allocated for corridors and halls.
		

		
RAMP

6 BAY STOREFRONT
W/ RECESSED HISTORICAL ENTRIES

ESTIMATED COST:
INTERIOR SCOPE (First and second floor):

~$1,792,000 - $1,972,000
NEW ADA COMPLIANT ENTRY

FIRST FLOOR - OPTION B
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

N

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
TACO SHOP - OPTIONS A AND B

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
EMERGENCY EGRESS
AND SERVICE ENTRY

PASS-THRU WINDOW

PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - A-2 occupancy
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 32
(no change from existing)

STORAGE/BACKROOM
+ 3’-0” F.F.

SQUARE FOOTAGES
GROSS -1,340
		
(no change from existing)

STORAGE/BACKROOM

SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NOT NEEDED
KITCHEN

SEATING STEPS

STAGE
+ 3’-0” F.F.

**Sprinklers are required if connection bewteen this tenant and the arcade is open.
EGRESS

POSSIBLE CONNECTING
HALL. (RELOCATION OF
STAIRS REQ. FOR THIS
OPTION)
COUNTER

TRAVEL DISTANCE +/- 70’
TWO EXITS REQUIRED
TWO PROVIDED
ACCESSIBILITY
(1) ACCESSIBLE BATHROOM
DESIGN NOTES:
OPTION A: This option presents a typical layout for the restaurant - kitchen and storage in the
back portion of the building and seating area in the front - very straight forward, best use of
space.
OPTION B: This concept allows for a raised area that doubles as a stage for performances and
informal bleacher style seating, it relocates the door to the right side of the store to allow a
clean circulation in the possibility of connecting the taco shop with the arcade.

COUNTER

PROS: Option A: Visibility of seating customers attracts new customers.
			
Less circulation wasted space.
		Option B: Possibility of connecting the building through the interior.
			
Maintains the “stage” are the client envisioned.
CONS: Option A: Differs from client’s vision of connecting the building internally.
		Option B: No kitchen space.
			
The relationship counter-storage is not optimal.
			
The visibility to the interior is blocked by the counter and
			restroom.
		

		
EXTERIOR SEASONAL
SEATING

ESTIMATED COST:

EXTERIOR SEASONAL
SEATING

INTERIOR SCOPE:

~$65,500 - $72,000
TACO SHOP - OPTION A

TACO SHOP - OPTION B

SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

N

EXISTING STAIRS

EMERGENCY EGRESS

SHARED BALCONY

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OPTION A - UPPER FLOOR

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
LAUNDRY
UPPER MECHANICAL
AREA

PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - R-2 occupancy (new occupancy)
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 18
** Layout meets code if next door building remains on same tax parcel.
SQUARE FOOTAGES
GROSS -3,570 sf

(no change from existing)

SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NEEDED REQUIRED FOR R-2 OCCUPANCY W/ONE EXIT
EGRESS

CONNECTING HALL
TO HOTEL
TYPE B UNIT
1br/1ba 780sf

TYPE B UNIT
Efficiency 556sf

TRAVEL DISTANCE +/- 120’
ONE EXIT REQUIRED - If dead end hall distance is less than 50 ft, emergency
windows provided in each unit, and fully sprinklered.
ONE PROVIDED - Existing stairs remain untouched.
** One exit is allowed provided that every room is equiped with an escape window,
which must lead to a public way or an open area within the same tax parcel.
ACCESSIBILITY
(4) TYPE B UNITS

(2) TYPE B UNITS
AS AN ADDITION TO
ADJACENT HOTEL

DESIGN NOTES:
For this floor option we looked into the possibility of apartment units.
(1) 2 Bedroom 1 bath apartment
(2) 1 Bedroom 1 bath apartments
(1) Studio apartment (efficiency)
This floor shares a small laundry area, corridor, and first floor access.
PROS:

No elevator is required per code

CONS: Residential units are not listed as an allowed use in this zoning district
		

		
TYPE B UNIT
1br/1ba 780sf

TRAVEL DISTANCE
+/- 100 ft.

SECOND FLOOR - OPTION A
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

TYPE B UNIT
2br/1ba 880sf

EMERGENCY EGRESS

EMERGENCY EGRESS

SHARED BALCONY

N

NEW OPENINGS
ALONG WALL
TYPE B UNIT
“BACHELOR”

OPTION B- UPPER FLOOR

ZONING AND CODE REVIEW
LAUNDRY
UPPER MECHANICAL
AREA

TYPE B UNIT
“ALL-IN”

PROPOSED OCCUPANCY
FIRST FLOOR - R-2 occupancy (new occupancy)
TOTAL OCCUPANTS - 18
SQUARE FOOTAGES
GROSS -3,570 sf (no change from existing)
LEASABLE SPACE - 2,600 sf

TYPE B UNIT
“BACHELOR”

CONNECTING HALL
TO HOTEL

SPRINKLERS
SPRINKLERS NEEDED REQUIRED FOR R OCCUPANCY
EGRESS

TYPE B UNIT
“KITCHENETTE”

TRAVEL DISTANCE +/- 70’
TWO EXITS REQUIRED TWO PROVIDED - ONE ACCESSIBLE, ONE EXISTING
ACCESSIBILITY
(1) TYPE A UNIT
(7) TYPE B UNITS

TYPE B UNIT
“BUSINESS”
(2) TYPE B UNITS
AS AN ADDITION TO
ADJACENT HOTEL

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET

DESIGN NOTES:
For this floor option we looked into integrating different types of hotel units to provide variety
and uniqueness.
(2) All-in units. Bigger size, which includes a small kitchen and living area.
(2) Business style units, which feature spacious room a desk and a dresser.
(2) Kitchenettes units, smaller rooms with some space for preparing food.
(2) Bachelor unit, with nothing more than a bed a bathroom.
This floor shares a small laundry area, corridor, main vestibule with an accessible entry and a
secondary emergency egress stair in the back.

TYPE B UNIT
“KITCHENETTE”

TYPE B UNIT
“BUSINESS”

PROS:

CONS: Opening in existing floor required for new stairs and elevator.
		

TYPE A UNIT
“ALL-IN”

		
NEW ACCESSIBLE
EGRESS

TRAVEL DISTANCE
+/- 100 ft.
(to emergency exit)

SECOND FLOOR - OPTION B
SCALE: 3/32” = 1’-0”

Variety of rooms make every room unique

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES: 29 South Main St., Lyndonville, NY
Scenario 1: Client borrows money from bank and secondary lending partner.

PROFORMA

this is the case, pursuit of the historic rehabilitation income tax credits become even more crucial to a project like this.
For specific information and interpretation of the new tax law, please consult an accountant.

Total capital supplied by owner:
20-year Bank Mortgage/Loan @5.5%:

$ 680,000
$ 304,517

Proposed uses:

Secondary Lending Partner Loan @3.25%:

$ 300,000

retail spaces are designed to be flexible - they can be combined or split to accommodate bigger or smaller

Grant

$ 500,000

tenants. The tenant referred to as the “taco shop” although not part of the Arcade, is included in this

Current Assessed Value:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 45,600
$45.16/$1000

scenario.

Also in budget:

Arcade-style commercial spaces on the first floor share an entry that leads to a central common space. The

Four apartments will be created on the second floor, though for this scenario it was assumed that the entire

Initial Marketing/advertising:

$ 1,000

Cash reserves:

$ 20,000

Legal/Closing:

$ 17,032

Site costs/misc:

$ 0

Purchase Price:

$ 18,750

floor would be rented for a fixed fee to “one single tenant” (ie the operator of an AirBnb-style hotel) who
would in turn manage the 2nd floor as a separate business. The total proposed rent ($3421) is possibly higher
than would be practical if the apartments were leased conventionally.
Projected rents are as follows:
First Floor:
• Commercial (Taco Shop) - $893/mo

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:

• Commercial A (Arcade) - $673/mo

Second Floor:
• Residential (Hotel) -

• 2 units with shared balcony

Mortgage plus other loan repayment:

$ 3,718

• Commercial B (Arcade) - $613/mo

• Residential (2nd floor) -

Building Management:

$ 150

Maintenance/repairs/clean/advert/house meter:

$ 1,060

• Commercial C (Arcade) - $583/mo
• Commercial D (Arcade) - $511/mo

• Unit A - 780sf
• Unit B - 780 sf

Waste Management:

$ 50

• Unit C - 880 sf

Legal, Accounting, Insurance:

$ 990

• Unit D - 556 sf

Property Taxes (w/ PILOT)

$ 172 .

$3,421/mo

A note about assumptions

$ 6,140

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:

$ 7,812

Annual ROI at 100% (net income divided by capital):

2.95%

Minimum average occupancy rate for cash ﬂow:

79%*

*What does this mean? If you were deriving 79% of the anticipated revenue annually - either due to lower rent or due to months without tenants in one
or more units, you could still meet annual expenses at this rate. More broadly, it means you could have years below 79% average occupancy, and years
above it, and as long as the multi-year average was 79% or higher, you will be able to meet the on-going expenses for the building, while debt is being
paid down and the property grows as an asset. This number is more critical for mixed use buildings due to the unpredictability of the commercial rental
market. Residential apartments like those proposed have a high demand. Still, the longevity of tenants, the ability to raise the capital indicated and
thus keep borrowing low, and the ability to command the rents suggested, are impossible to know. Thus it is important to have flexibility in this area.
This also suggests flexibility regarding the estimated construction costs, also important at this early stage of budgeting.

Total project budget:

$1,117/mo

$ 1,792,017 Total

**Note: The 2017 Tax Cuts and Job Act has changed several elements regarding how grants and economic
development initiatives are treated and while this has not been tested, it appears they may be taxable to the recipient. If

A pro forma for the purposes of this program is very preliminary and based on many assumptions. It
is meant only as a tool to assist owners in gauging the moving parts necessary to form their own
business plan. For example, lowering the owner-supplied capital might be more desirable but
increases required borrowing, which puts too much pressure on carrying costs. Rental projections
could be raised to provide more income to balance this out, but at the risk of being unattainable.
Interest rates are based on previous projects we have supported and should be checked with bank
partners, along with the likely maximum borrowing that would be approved. The availability of
secondary lending funds (from an IDA, for example) at favorable rates and for the amount proposed,
is another assumption to verify. Finally, carrying costs themselves are based on assumptions
regarding insurance, PILOTs, and building management expenses. All assumptions are noted so that
the owner can draw his/her own conclusions, or identify other paths to a successful project.

40% Rehabilitation Tax Credit
Pursuit of rehabilitation tax credits is recommended based on the building likely being eligible for the historic

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET 29 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:
PROFORMA

PROFORMA

registry and your desire to be eligible for tax credits. Renovation work will require some consequential cost

Mortgage plus other loan repayment:

$ 2,564

increases to meet Secretary for Interior Standards, and to prepare the detailed drawings, work with SHPO,

Building Management:

$ 150

and file the paperwork, in order to access the 40% (20% federal and 20% state) tax credits. These additional

Maintenance/repairs/clean/advert/house meter:

$ 1,060

architectural costs, and the filing fees to the state, have been figured into the estimating. Other requirements:

Waste Management:

$ 50

renovation costs must exceed the adjusted basis value of the building; and you must plan to own the building

Legal, Accounting, Insurance:

$ 990

for at least five years.

Property Taxes (w/ PILOT)

$ 172 .
$ 4,986

If property owner chooses to pursue listing on the National Register and is approved by SHPO for tax credits,
for the scenario noted above:

Qualiﬁed Rehabilitation Expenses - for tax credit purposes

$ 1,773,267

• includes construction, architectural/SHPO fees, excluding site costs and acquisition

Tax Credits available:

$ 709,307

% of initial investment returned via tax credit:

~ 103%***

***Since tax credits are calculated based on qualified rehabilitation expenses, yet one third of the project is proposed to be funded via financing or a
grant, this first scenario above suggests that, for example, a $50,000 investor would receive $29,500 of tax credits (59% of their investment) passed
through to his/her personal income taxes. These could be used to offset taxes owed - $14,750 federal and $14,750 state. The state credit can often be
claimed in one year, and any amount in excess of taxes owed is issued as a refund check. The federal credit has more limitations, tied to the kind of

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:

$ 6,548

Annual ROI at 100% (net income divided by capital):

3.75%

Minimum average occupancy rate for cash ﬂow:

76%*

Total project budget:

$ 1,438,517 Total

Proposed uses:
Same as Scenario 1.

income against which the credit is being used. However, in this example, the investor could amend the previous year tax return to take the maximum
allowable tax credit, take the maximum allowed tax credit in the current year, and then apply the balance to the following year. If needed, the credits
can be carried forward for 20 years. The 2017 Tax Cuts and Job Act has changed several elements regarding federal tax credits that have yet to be fully
assessed please consult an accountant for this and any other more specific information.

Projected rents are as follows:
First Floor:
• Commercial (Taco Shop) - $782/mo

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Second Floor:
• Residential (Hotel) -

• Commercial A (Arcade) - $589/mo

MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES: 29 South Main St., Lyndonville, NY
Scenario 2: Owner finds ways to lower construction costs by $350,000.
Total capital supplied by owner:
20-year Bank Mortgage/Loan:

$ 500,000
$ 131,017

Secondary Lending Partner Loan:

$ 300,000

Grant

$ 500,000

Current Assessed Value:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 45,600
$45.16/$1000

Also in budget:
Initial Marketing/advertising:

$ 1,000

Cash reserves:

$ 20,000

Legal/Closing:

$ 13,500

Site costs/misc:

$ 0

Purchase Price:

$ 18,750

$1,005/mo

• 2 units with shared balcony

• Commercial B (Arcade) - $537/mo

• Residential (2nd floor) -

• Commercial C (Arcade) - $510/mo
• Commercial D (Arcade) - $447/mo

• Unit A - 780sf
• Unit B - 780 sf

$2,678/mo

• Unit C - 880 sf
• Unit D - 556 sf

Please review our note about assumptions in Scenario #1
40% Rehabilitation Tax Credit. Please see accompanying text in Scenario #1
If property pursuits to be listed in the National Registry and is approved by SHPO for tax credits:

Qualiﬁed Rehabilitation Expenses - for tax credit purposes

$ 1,419,000

• includes construction, architectural/SHPO fees, excluding site costs and acquisition

Tax Credits available:

$ 567,907

% of initial investment returned via tax credit:

~ 112%***

SCENARIOS COMPARISON
Summary of Scenario 1
Client borrows money from bank and secondary lending partner.
The owner supplies a larger portion of the total cost of renovation, but the higher construction cost still
requires healthy projections for rent. On the plus side, setting the rent at this level means that only 79% of the
building needs to be occupied (or have as an average occupancy rate over time) in order to break even with
the monthly expenses, while paying down debt, growing the building as an asset and benefiting from income
tax credits. With higher than 79% occupancy, the project will have a positive cash flow.

Summary of Scenario 2
Owner finds ways to lower construction costs by $350,000.
In this scenario, lowering construction costs allows us to lower the owner capital, and also propose a lower
monthly rent for the tenants which the owner needs to analyze.
The monthly expenses are slightly lower as well, due to the lower mortgage payments and the average
occupancy rate is very similar to scenario 1 with a 76%. However, we leave it to the owner to explore options
for achieving a reduced construction cost.
In both scenarios pursuit of tax credits is recommended.

29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PROFORMA

